A A Paint Job/Let it Snow: Louis Says Series
(Episode 8) Paint Job
0LS00081 Digitized Video
10:02 min P 2013 OnCore
Louis tells Randy that Mrs. Charles is working on a sopekahikewin (a painting), and she needs paint and brushes. Katie thinks sopekahikewin means painting the walls. Katie thinks Mr. Thompson might have some left-over paint and brushes he can give to Mrs. Charles. Mrs. Charles tells Randy that she is working on a painting, and not painting the walls. Lesson: Art is something that we can all enjoy.
No Other Versions Available

Adventures
NF11488 Digitized Video
10 min PJ 1968 National Film Board of Canada
A film to delight young children, and others too, about a little raccoon who encounters many adventures when he strays from home to explore the world. The raccoon and all the other creatures in the film are real, but are given voices by a little girl and her father. The situations are natural and amusing.
No Other Versions Available

Adventures of Rabbit and Bear Paws
77139 Kit PJ 2014
This kit contains 6 books, The Voyageurs,True Hearts, The Sugar Bush, Bear Walker, Council of the Animals, and Tall Tale, and 5 teachers guides on cd.
No Other Versions Available

L’agriculture
CBC15128 Digitized Video
4:21 min PJ 2017
Pour se nourrir, on a besoin des agriculteurs qui font pousser plein de bonnes choses dans leur champ ou qui élevent des animaux. Mais parfois, les aliments doivent traverser des milliers de kilomètres avant d’arrêter dans notre assiette. Caroline t’explique ce qu’est l’agriculture et te parle de l’importance d’acheter le plus possible des produits qui poussent près de chez nous! Capsule du 28 juin 2017.
No Other Versions Available

Animal Adaptations
74264 DVD
24 min PJ 2003 Distribution Access Welcome to Camp Wilderness! Join Counselor Tom and the campers of Team Five as they travel through the animal kingdom and learn about the adaptations animals have to make in order to live and prosper. This program covers both the physical and behavioral adaptations of animals in regards to getting food, water, oxygen, protection from predators, shelter, and reproduction. Students will learn just how important adaptation is in the survival of all animal species.
No Other Versions Available

Animal Colors and Shapes
74699 DVD
15 min KP 2005 Marlin Motion Pictures Limited
From the cheetah’s circles to the Arctic fox’s winter coat of white, the animal kingdom is teeming with shapes and colors. In this video, animals are used to introduce students to basic shapes, including lines, circles, squares, triangles, and rhombi. Then, the many ways animals use color for warning, camouflage, or showing off provide a backdrop for looking at a spectrum of colors.
No Other Versions Available

Animal First Grade Math Games for Kids with Kindergarten and
11012 iPad App P
Join math-explorer Emma in an all new adventure as she helps her animal friends complete over 100 first grade math games and find their way across the African wild! Playable by kids of all ages with lots of positive encouragement, professional narration and catchy music. Cute characters include giraffes, meerkats, lions, hippos, zebras, warthogs, cheetahs and rhinos!
No Other Versions Available

The Animal Movie
NF11199 Digitized Video
10 min P 1966 National Film Board of Canada
An animated cartoon to help children explore why and how animals move as they do. A little boy discovers that he cannot compete with a monkey, a snake or a horse by imitating the way they move. He can only outdistance them when he climbs into a vehicle that can travel in any environment, proving that while other animals are trapped by their environment, humans, the inventors, aren’t.
No Other Versions Available

Animals Around Us
74701 DVD
20 min KP 2005 Marlin Motion Pictures Limited
Take students on a wildlife tour of the diverse animals and habitats found in the United States. The video, which showcases animals in their environments, provides a great way to help students go beyond their own geographic experience.
No Other Versions Available

Animals Big and Small
76674 DVD
24 min KP 2011 Mcnabb/Connolly Films
“Do dinosaurs eat people?” Harrison sets out to explore why it is that some animals evolve to be big, while others evolve to be small. He is visited by a miniature horse and its foal who help him find out why animals are bred to be different sizes. Viewers are encouraged to test their own ability to make themselves seem as big as possible. Challengers take part in a competitive experiment to find out whether it’s an advantage for a predator to eat big or small prey (or to be big or small prey).
No Other Versions Available

Animals in Action
74698 DVD
20 min KP 2005 Marlin Motion Pictures Limited
Animals walk, swim, reach, and run. Yet, the way they execute these movements is hardly standardized. Build students’ vocabulary by having them identify and describe how a variety of animals, including humans, move. Along with exploring similarities and differences, the video teaches that these movements are what keep animals physically fit.
No Other Versions Available

Animastress
NF33976 Digitized Video
6 min PJ 1994 Office national du film du Canada
Dans un poulailler industriel, des milliers de poules entassées les unes sur les autres sont gavées mécaniquement dans un univers artificiel où elles pendent à heure fixe. Quelle influence a sur les humains cette nourriture conditionnée selon les seuls principes de rentabilité? C’est la surprise que nous réserve ce film d’animation. Film sans paroles.
No Other Versions Available

Are We There Yet?
76382 DVD
35 min KP 2011 Mcnabb/Connolly Films
Are We There Yet? - a kids’ global adventure series hosted by real sister and brother duos who share their explorations through journal writing, marker drawn travel logs and on-location chatter. From making pinatas in Mexico and skiing in Germany, to riding elephants in India and going on safari in Africa - our young hosts take us on their unscripted tour of the world, sharing amazing sights and incredible experiences.
No Other Versions Available
| **As Long As The Rivers Flow - Novel** |  |
| Larry Loyie | 76252 | Book | 40 p. | PJIS | 2002 | No Other Versions Available |
| **The Bear and the Mouse** |  |
| NF11043 | Digitized Video | 8 min | PJ | 1966 | National Film Board of Canada | A variation on a fable by Aesop in which a mouse aids the escape of a bear in return for past favours. Designed for children, this film shows real animals doing exactly what the story requires, as though all were experienced actors. A real bear catches and then frees a real mouse; later, the mouse chews an escape route for his trapped benefactor. All this has just the kind of exaggerated action young children enjoy. | No Other Versions Available |
| **BC's Northern Coastal Boundary: Canada Over the Edge (Season 1)** |  |
| 0AR082EE | Digitized Video | 6:05 min | P | 2013 | OnCore | Visit a longhouse and learn about oral traditions/ ceremonial song and dance of the Tsimshian First Nations. | No Other Versions Available |
| **Awesome Animals: This is Scarlet and Isaiah Series This is Isaiah Milking A Cow** |  |
| 0MSS0082 | Digitized Video | 6 min | P | 2013 | OnCore | Isaiah visits the Agricultural Museum and gets the cutest task of all. Feeding the baby animals! First Isaiah bottle feeds the baby lambs, and then he learns how to milk a cow and how to feed the calves. | No Other Versions Available |
| **Awesomeeland** |  |
| 76482 | DVD | 7 min | PJ | 2011 | Mcnabb/Connolly Films | Two young dragons take up the challenge to restore and protect their personal freedoms - including their right to fly and breathe fire - in a world where these values have all but disappeared. In this episode, Spirit presents a bold and imaginative plan for Moltonia. It’s all fun and games, but is it really what the city needs? | No Other Versions Available |
| **At Home with Mrs. Hen** |  |
| NF53639 | Digitized Video | 8 min | PJ | 2006 | National Film Board of Canada | Poor Mrs. Hen! Her oldest chick is a temperamental tyke. He even turns up his beak at the meals she serves. One day, she decides to teach him a lesson. This animated short is a touching and comical tale thatโรค fun at motherhood. Without ever moralizing, it depicts the temper tantrums of a child and the efforts a loving mother makes to set her son on the right path. You don’t need to be a chicken to relate. A film without words. Technique: paper drawings and colouring. Lesson plan: www.nfb.ca/guides | No Other Versions Available |
| **Awesome Animals: This is Scarlet and Isaiah Series This is Scarlet and Isaiah** |  |
| 0LS00032 | Digitized Video | 10:49 min | P | 2014 | OnCore | Louis tells Randy that he has to deliver kuhkithuw (all) the blueberries to Mrs. Charles. Randy picks up only one pail. When Randy arrives to Mrs. Charles’ house with one pail of blueberries she tells him that she’s having a pie sale, and the one pail of blueberries isn’t enough for the number of pies she’s going to bake. | No Other Versions Available |
| **Beaver Family** |  |
| NF17493 | Digitized Video | 14 min | PJ | 1929 | Canada. National Parks Branch | Riding Mountain National Park, Manitoba, provides a background for a story of friendship between man and animal. Grey Owl, the famous naturalist, had an amazing faculty for making friends with the beaver, who would come when he called and take food from his hand without the slightest fear. The beaver stars of this film, Jelly Roll and Rawhide, are seen in the process of building a beaver lodge. | No Other Versions Available |
| **Beaver People** |  |
| NF17492 | Digitized Video | 13 min | PJ | 1928 | Canada. National Parks Branch | The beaver, once almost exterminated, finds a home and safety in Canada’s national parks. He also discovers that man can be his friend. Grey Owl, the famous naturalist, had a special talent for making friends with the beaver. Scenes show the beaver coming Grey Owl calls, climbing into his canoe, accepting food. Wrestling is the beaver’s favourite sport, and one of Grey Owl’s friends becomes so fearless that it even enjoys wrestling with a human being. | No Other Versions Available |
| **The Big Pie Sale/Colours of the Quilt (Cree Version): Louis Says Series (Episode 3) Big Pie Sale, The (Cree Version)** |  |
| 0LSC0031 | Digitized Video | 10 min | P | 2013 | OnCore | Louis tells Randy he needs to get Mrs. Charles some mihkwe'kin (red fabric), sipihkwe'kin (blue fabric), osaw'ekin (yellow fabric). Randy doesn’t know what those words mean. Randy and Katie mistakenly think that the Cree words Louis told Randy mean red, blue and yellow or orange skirts instead of red, blue and yellow fabric. | No Other Versions Available |
| **The Big Pie Sale/Colours of the Quilt: Louis Says Series (Episode 3) Colours of the Quilt** |  |
| 0LS00032 | Digitized Video | 10:49 min | P | 2013 | OnCore | Louis tells Randy he needs to get Mrs. Charles some mihkwe'kin (red fabric), sipihkwe'kin (blue fabric), osaw'ekin (yellow fabric). Randy doesn’t know what those words mean. Randy and Katie mistakenly think that the Cree words Louis told Randy mean red, blue and yellow or orange skirts instead of red, blue and yellow fabric. | No Other Versions Available |
| **Big Sub Hubbub and The Great Wall: Justin Time (Season 1) Big Sub Hubbub** |  |
| 00GRS009 | Digitized Video | 22 min | P | 2011 | OnCore | “Persicope down! Dive, dive, dive!” Justin, Olive and Squiddy are on a deep sea mission to find Eric the octopus. They’re thrilled to be surrounded by sea life, but soon discover that the sea is not only full of critters, it’s also full of litter! Yuck! | No Other Versions Available |
| **The Birdhouse/Lost and Found (Cree Version): Louis Says Series (Episode 5) Birdhouse, The (Cree Version)** |  |
| 0LS00051 | Digitized Video | 10 min | P | 2014 | OnCore | When Randy arrives at Louis’ house, he’s given the task of the day, which is to get pitheses (bird) food for Mr. Charles. Katie thinks pitheses means fish. When they get to Mr. Charles’ house, the kids find him outside, building a bird house. Mr. Charles tells them that he needs bird food, not fish food. | No Other Versions Available |
Webscape: Canadian Holidays, Traditions and Celebrations

Canadian Holidays, Traditions and Celebrations
Canada Day + Cool Facts
0MCI013A Digitized Video
2:08 min \( P \) 2008 OnCore
On June 20, 1867, a proclamation by the Governor General, Lord Monck, called upon all Her Majesty’s loving subjects to join in the celebration of the first anniversary of the union of the British North America provinces under the name of Canada on July 1. Originally known as Dominion Day, it officially became Canada Day in 1982.
No Other Versions Available

Canadian Holidays, Traditions and Celebrations
Groundhog Day
0MCI013B Digitized Video
1:15 min \( P \) 2008 OnCore
Celebrated on February 22nd, Groundhog Day is a tradition that was initially bought to North America by German settlers. Wiarton Willie has since become a household name.
No Other Versions Available

Canadian Holidays, Traditions and Celebrations
Guy Fawkes Night
0MCI013C Digitized Video
0:51 min \( P \) 2008 OnCore
Mainly celebrated in Newfoundland and Labrador and other small pockets across Canada, Guy Fawkes Night, also known Bonfire Night, is an annual commemoration observed on November 5th. Its history begins with the events of November 5th, 1605, when Guy Fawkes, a member of the Gunpowder Plot, was arrested while guarding explosives the plotters had placed beneath the House of Lords.
No Other Versions Available

Canadian Holidays, Traditions and Celebrations
National Aboriginal Day
0MCI013D Digitized Video
2:52 min \( P \) 2008 OnCore
June 21st is an opportunity for all Canadians to celebrate the culture and history of aboriginal people in Canada. It is also an opportunity to recognize their contributions to this country.
No Other Versions Available

Canadian Holidays, Traditions and Celebrations
National Flag Day
0MCI013E Digitized Video
0:52 min \( P \) 2008 OnCore
February 15 was declared National Flag of Canada Day in 1965. It marks the day in 1965 when our red and white maple leaf flag was first raised over Parliament Hill in Ottawa, and indeed, hundreds of communities across Canada. Red and white were designated as Canada’s official colours in 1921 by His Majesty King George V.
No Other Versions Available

Canadian Holidays, Traditions and Celebrations
Remembrance Day
0MCI013F Digitized Video
2:37 min \( P \) 2008 OnCore
On the 11th hour of the 11th day on the 11th month, the day World War I ended, we pause for 2 minutes of silence to remember those who have served Canada. Since 1921, poppies have adorned the lapels and hats of millions of Canadians. In Flanders Fields is read by the narrator while the original written words scroll over the image on the screen.
No Other Versions Available

Canadian Holidays, Traditions and Celebrations
St. John Baptistie Day
0MCI013G Digitized Video
1:14 min \( P \) 2008 OnCore
A celebration that occurs on June 24th - all across Canada. French Canadians express their cultural pride and heritage. Long ago, it became a religious celebration of Jean the Baptist. Bonfires would be lit across Paris.
No Other Versions Available

Canadian Holidays, Traditions and Celebrations
Thanksgiving Day
0MCI013H Digitized Video
2:21 min \( P \) 2008 OnCore
The origins of Canadian Thanksgiving are closely connected to the traditions of Europe. Long before Europeans settled in North America, festivals of thanks and celebrations of harvest took place in Europe in the month of October. The very first Thanksgiving celebration in North America took place in Canada when Martin Frobisher, an explorer from England, arrived in Newfoundland in 1578.
He wanted to give thanks for his safe arrival to the New World.
No Other Versions Available

Canadian Holidays, Traditions and Celebrations
Victoria Day
0MCI013I Digitized Video
1:37 min \( P \) 2008 OnCore
The Sovereign’s birthday has been celebrated in Canada since the reign of Queen Victoria (1837-1901). May 24, Queen Victoria’s birthday, was declared a holiday by the Legislature of the Province of Canada in 1845.
No Other Versions Available

The Case of the Missing Mayor
76481 DVD
7 min \( PJ \) 2011 Mcnabb/Connolly Films
Two young dragons take up the challenge to restore and protect their personal freedoms - including their right to fly and breathe fire - in a world where these values have all but disappeared. In this episode, the political dream team is ready to go, but where is Hudley? Spirit and Imm search throughout Moltonia for the missing Mayor.
No Other Versions Available

The Cat Came Back
NF19074 Digitized Video
8 min \( PJ \) 1988 National Film Board of Canada
This hilarious animated short is based on the century-old folk song of the same name. Old Mr. Johnson makes increasingly manic attempts to rid himself of a little yellow cat that just won’t stay away...
No Other Versions Available

Christmas Around the World: Germany
Christmas Around the World: Germany
CTON002H Digitized Video
4:03 min \( P \) 2013 OnCore
Advent is the four-week period leading up to Christmas. In Germany, the first Advent weekend is the traditional beginning of the Christmas season. See a Weihnachtspyramide, a poor man’s Christmas tree and learn about the various types of foods traditionally eaten in Germany during the Christmas period.
No Other Versions Available
Connecting with Our World
Comparing Communities

People and Environments - The Local Community

Community Character: Rules and Responsibilities Community Character: Rules and Responsibilities
00MC1058 Digitized Video
20 min P 2012 OnCore
As a citizen of a community, we all have rights and responsibilities. In this program, students will join our hosts Kirstie and Sean to learn how and why communities make and enforce laws. The program reveals how rules are linked to safety and designed to support fairness, and explains why there must be consequences for breaking community rules. Students will also discover how rules in a classroom and at home are just as important as the rules in a town or city. Students also hear from the delightful coast Tsimshian First Nations Elder and Educator, Shannon Thunderbird who tells children of the Seven Sacred Teachings - love, respect, courage, honesty, wisdom, humility and truth. Shannon shares her wonderful storytelling ability in sharing with children how each of these rules from our First Nations culture can help us be better people.

No Other Versions Available

Community Traditions & Celebrations: Past & Present Community Traditions and Celebrations: Past and Present
00MC1075 Digitized Video
20 min P 2014 OnCore
Canada is a land made up of people from all over the world. As a result, many different traditions are celebrated throughout the country. Students learn that a tradition is something that has been done by people in a family or group for a long time. In this new, fun-filled Canadian-produced program, a naive robot stumbles upon some exciting traditions and celebrations found throughout Canada. Many of Canada’s traditions like Halloween and Thanksgiving come from Europe where our early settlers came from. Others like National Aboriginal Day are from Canada’s First People - First Nations, Metis and Inuit. Other traditions such as Ramadan and Diwali have been brought to Canada more recently.

No Other Versions Available

Comparing Communities
74825 DVD
20 min KP 2003 McIntyre Films
Illustrates the ways communities are similar and different by discussing basic human needs, climatic factors, and environmental and cultural factors. Compares diverse communities using the Venn diagram.

No Other Versions Available

Connecting with Our World
73356 DVD
30 min KP 2004 Mcnabb/Connolly Films
1) THIS IS DANIEL COOK ON A TALL SHIP; Daniel Cook boards a historic tall ship and learns how to tie a knot and let the sails out. Daniel tours the great ship with the Captain before assuming the role of Acting Captain and directing the ship to open waters. – 2) THIS IS DANIEL COOK TASTING NEW FRUITS; Daniel Cook learns the importance of trying new things when he sits down with a nutritionist. Daniel tries fruit from all over the world and learns not to judge something by how it looks. – 3) THIS IS DANIEL COOK AT MEDIEVAL TIMES; Daniel Cook jumps back a thousand years to the exciting, action filled world of knights and armor when he visits Medieval Times. Daniel pulls on an authentic medieval costume and watches as two knights joust! – 4) THIS IS DANIEL COOK LEARNING ABOUT EGYPT; Daniel Cook enters ancient Egypt as he explores the Egyptian exhibit at the Royal Ontario Museum. Daniel tours the Egypt exhibit, gets to see a Mummy up close and sits down with an archaeologist to examine actual Egyptian artifacts. – 5) THIS IS DANIEL COOK MAKING A GINGERBREAD HOUSE; Daniel Cook sits down with a local baker to create his very own gingerbread house. Starting with the frame, Daniel constructs a house out of gingerbread pieces before decorating his creation with different candies.

No Other Versions Available

A Crack in the Pavement: Digging In
A Crack in the Pavement is a two-part video set that shows children, teachers and parents how, working together to green their school grounds, they can make positive changes in their communities. Digging In follows students from Toronto’s Jesse Ketchum School as they take steps towards the greening of their schoolyard. Along the way they get “how-to” advice and inspiration from kids across the country; from Pauline Public School, where students raised $10,000; from Broadacres School, where a family of wild ducks found a home in their pond; and from Queen Mary School, where the students tip is to “get help from your parents and teachers to make your garden happen”.

No Other Versions Available

A Crack in the Pavement: Growing Dreams
A Crack in the Pavement is a two-part video set that shows children, teachers and parents how, working together to green their school grounds, they can make positive changes in their communities. Growing Dreams gives an inspirational overview of school ground greening. It shows what kids have done to transform bare pavement into dream schoolyards: growing trees for shade, flowers for butterflies, vegetables for a food bank; building a greenhouse, a rooftop garden and constructing a courtyard pond as an outdoor classroom and refuge for wildlife.

No Other Versions Available

Dare to Get the Bear/Beading Stars (Cree Version): Louis Says Series (Episode 1) Dare to Get the Bear (Cree Version)
Dare to Get the Bear - Louis uses both English and Cree words to tell Randy that Emily’s son is sick and that he needs to get him a maskohkan (teddy bear) to make him feel better. Randy thinks maskohkan means a bear’s fang. Mr. Thompson tells Randy that maskohkan means teddy bear and not a bear’s fang. Lesson: Kids should always avoid doing things that can put them in danger.

No Other Versions Available

Dare to Get the Bear/Beading Stars: Louis Says Series (Episode 1) Dare to Get the Bear (Cree Version)
Dare to Get the Bear - Louis uses both English and Cree words to tell Randy that Emily’s son is sick and that he needs to get him a maskohkan (teddy bear) to make him feel better. Randy thinks maskohkan means a bear’s fang. Mr. Thompson tells Randy that maskohkan means teddy bear and not a bear’s fang. Lesson: Kids should always avoid doing things that can put them in danger.

No Other Versions Available
a bear’s fang. Lesson: Kids should always avoid doing things that can put them in danger.
No Other Versions Available

Dare to Get the Bear/Beadin Stars: Louis Says Series (Episode 1) Beading Stars
0LS00012 Digitized Video
10:28 min P 2013 OnCore
Louis tells Randy that Mrs. Charles needs mekisuk (beads). Katie thinks the word means berries. Randy, Katie and Anne go to pick up berries for Mrs. Charles. When they arrive at Mrs. Charles’ house they learn that the word for berries is menisu not mekisuk which means beads. Lesson: Not everyone likes the same things. Diversity and self-expression are an important part of life.
No Other Versions Available

De l’eau pour les Prairies
NF03512 Digitized Video
19 min PJJS 1951 Office national du film du Canada
L’approvisionnement en eau préoccupe de plus en plus les gouvernements fédéral et provincial albertain, au point qu’ils ont formé une commission de conservation du bassin hydrographique des Prairies. Les mesures préconisent l’abattage sélectif des arbres, le reboisement, la protection contre les feux de forêt, la construction de routes et de ponts dans les chanteurs, la surveillance des pâturages et la lutte contre les maladies et les insectes qui nuisent aux arbres. Le rôle des gardes forestiers est aussi mis en valeur.
No Other Versions Available

Digging for Dinosaurs/Some Kind of Syrup (Cree Version): Louis Says Series (Episode 6) Digging for Dinosaurs (Cree Version)
0LS00061 Digitized Video
10 min P 2014 OnCore
Randy tells Randy that Emily’s son wants a dinosaur musinahikan (book). Randy thinks that, since dinosaurs are extinct, Louis wants him to find dinosaur bones. He invites Katie and Anne to help him with the task. The kids start digging for bones, but all they find is a bone that Oskey buried.
No Other Versions Available

Digging for Dinosaurs/Some Kind of Syrup: Louis Says Series (Episode 6) Digging for Dinosaurs
0LS00061 Digitized Video
9:48 min P 2013 OnCore
Emily’s son wants a dinosaur musinahikan (book). Randy thinks that, since dinosaurs are extinct, Louis wants him to find dinosaur bones. He invites Katie and Anne to help him with the task. The kids start digging for bones, but all they find is a bone that Oskey buried. Lesson: Reading books gives us both knowledge and joy.
No Other Versions Available

Digging for Dinosaurs/Some Kind of Syrup: Louis Says Series (Episode 6) Some Kind of Syrup
0LS00062 Digitized Video
10:50 min P 2013 OnCore
Louis tells Randy to get siwakamisikan (birch syrup) for Mrs. Charles. Randy meets his friend Katie, who tells him that siwakamiskan is a special type of syrup, but he doesn’t know exactly which kind. Randy assumes that siwakamisikan means cough syrup. Mrs. Charles almost poured the cough syrup on her pancakes. Lesson: Kids should never take medications without adult supervision.
No Other Versions Available

Farm Story Maker Activity Game for Kids and Toddlers Premium
11386 iPad App
K 2016
Lily’s farm is full of crazy ANIMATED critters from chickens to cows to airplanes and pizza! Pick from 9 locations like the PIG PEN or FRESH VEGGIES garden and build any scene you can imagine with 100 funny, cuddly and wild stickers!
No Other Versions Available

Foods That Are Hot: Taste Buds (Season 2)
Foods That Are Hot
23 min P 2009 OnCore
The Taste Buds are spicing up their lives! Lily drops in on Chef Lily Pottinger to make a classic spicy Jamaican dish, Jerk Chicken. Avery tests his tolerance for hot peppers at a hot sauce store. Then it’s back to the kitchen to see whose fiery wings will bring Matt to tears.
No Other Versions Available

Foods That Are Wrapped: Taste Buds (Season 2)
Foods That Are Wrapped
23 min P 2009 OnCore
Can a meal be wrapped like a present? Lily finds out with Chef John Klianis when they prepare Spanakotiropita. Avery makes authentic Mexican tacos at LaTortilleria. Together with Matt, they create meals wrapped in paper, or En Papillote‘ as the French say.
No Other Versions Available

Foods That Sizzle: Taste Buds (Season 1)
Foods That Sizzle
23 min P 2008 OnCore
Avery makes some noise when he and Matt create chicken & veggie fajitas with that classic restaurant sizzle. Lily gets cooking right at her table when she visits the sizzle experts: a Korean barbecue restaurant. Then it’s a sizzle showdown as the Taste Buds cook up a traditional Greek feast and see which skewered delight is the loudest on the grill. These foods have something to say!
No Other Versions Available

The Footprint
77061 DVD
21 min KP 2015 Cine Magnetics Video & Film
The Footprint is an animated film featuring Earth, Little Rosie (from the Little Earth Charter) and special guest Org, a cave-kid from prehistoric times. Org accidentally time-travels to the present day where he notices that there’s plenty of everything! With a little help from the narrator, Rosie and Earth teach Org about his eco-footprint. The story is a playful introduction to sustainability issues such as water, food, clothes, transportation, toys, and energy, with a little musical segment on each. The take-away is to avoid wastefulness, with a few tips and tricks along the way. An educational project for children aged 4 - 8.
No Other Versions Available

The Four Corners of Moltonia
76483 DVD
7 min PJ 2011 Mcnabb/Connolly Films
Two young dragons take up the challenge to restore and protect their personal freedoms - including their right to fly and breathe fire - in a world where these values have all but disappeared. In this episode, the council members tour the different areas of Moltonia and talk to dragons about what they think the city really needs, only to discover that everyone has a very different opinion on the subject.
No Other Versions Available

Friend vs. Friend
76485 DVD
7 min PJ 2011 Mmcnabb/Connolly Films
Two young dragons take up the challenge to restore and protect their personal freedoms - including their right to fly and breathe fire - in a world where these values have all but disappeared. In this episode, Spirit and Lmm, with different ideas about how to run the city, compete for the Mayor’s attention. Worse, they stop talking to one another.
No Other Versions Available
Gens d’Abitibi
NF01343 Digitized Video
7 min P 1980 Office national du film du Canada
Après Un royaume vous attend et Le retour à la terre, Pierre Perrault met en quelque sorte, avec Gens d’Abitibi, le point final un plaidoyer passionné en faveur de la région de l’Abitibi. Le film donne la parole à Hauris Lalancette, agriculteur, personnage haut en couleur, qui se bat depuis près d’un demi-siècle pour sauver son royaume abitibiien.
No Other Versions Available

Getting to Know Jon Scieszka
76650 DVD
26 min KP 2013 McNabb/Connolly Films
A light-hearted romp with beloved, award-winning author and the first National Ambassador for Young People’s Literature. Get to know him as he discusses his life and inspirations.
No Other Versions Available

Goldy Luck and the Three Pandas
76889 DVD
9 min KP 2014 McIntyre Films
A careless Goldy Luck wreaks havoc on the home of a family of panda bears. She eats up the littlest panda’s rice porridge, breaks his rocking chair, and rumples all the blankets on his futon. When Goldy takes responsibility for her actions, she makes a new friend (and a whole plate of turnip cakes) just in time for Chinese New Year.
No Other Versions Available

Goodbye Clutter/Count on Anne (Cree Version): Louis Says Series (Episode 4) Goodbye Clutter (Cree Version)
0LS00041 Digitized Video
10 min P 2014 OnCore
Louis gives Randy a sack and instructs him to collect uyanisa and metuwakuna (clothes and toys) for donations. Anne tells Randy that the words mean clothes and toys and suggests that he donates some of the clothes and toys that he doesn’t use anymore.
Lessons: Kids should listen carefully and patiently to what adults have to say.
No Other Versions Available

Goodbye Clutter/Count on Anne: Louis Says Series (Episode 4) Goodbye Clutter
0LS00041 Digitized Video
10:32 min P 2013 OnCore
Louis gives Randy a sack and instructs him to collect uyanisa and metuwakuna (clothes and toys) for donations. Anne tells Randy that the words mean clothes and toys and suggests that he donates some of the clothes and toys that he doesn’t use anymore.
Lessons: Kids should listen carefully and patiently to what adults have to say.
No Other Versions Available

Goodbye Clutter/Count on Anne: Louis Says Series (Episode 4) Count on Anne
0LS00042 Digitized Video
9:42 min P 2013 OnCore
Louis gives Randy a large bannock. He tells Randy to kakeessiks (cutting into slices) and give bannock Mr. Thompson, Mr. and Mrs. Charles, Katie and Anne. Randy first heads to Anne’s house. Anne tells Randy the word ka- kakeessiks means cutting into slices. Randy, Anne and Katie count the bannock slices from one to five in Cree.
Lessons: Breaking bread and sharing with others is an important tradition.
No Other Versions Available

Grandmother and Grandfather
77140 PJ 2015
This series contains 10 books adn a teachers guide, the titles in this series are: Dreamcatcher, Drum, Feast, Medicine Wheel, Powwow, Seven Teachings, Sharing Circle, Smudging, Seat Lodge and Talking Stick. These books were design to teach Aboriginal culture and traditions to young students in the classroom. Each book relates the story of Aboriginal students asking their grandmother or grandfather about their culture and traditions.
No Other Versions Available

The Great Toy Robbery
NF11180 Digitized Video
7 min P 1963 National Film Board of Canada
A cartoon starring the world’s most-wanted good guy, Santa Claus. As in all Westerns, good wins over evil, but not before robbers and robbed have ramped through some odd situations.
No Other Versions Available

Growth and Changes in Animals
77286 DVD P 2017 McIntyre Films
Growth and Changes in Animals focuses on investigating the distinct characteristics of animals related to appearance, behaviour, growth, and change. Students will meet and study a variety of different types of animals with a focus on wild animals that can be found here in Canada. We discuss the basic needs of all animals as well as compare and identify the main similarities and differences among various types of animals. The behaviours and adaptations that are important for survival are defined and discussed. Throughout the program, we recognize the importance of healthy human-wildlife interaction as well as recognizing the need for humans to protect animal habitats. Incorporated into the program is a discussion of various types of wildlife that have had and continue to play a critical role in the culture and history of First Nations peoples in Canada.
No Other Versions Available

Growth and Changes in Plants
77246 DVD P 2017 McIntyre Films
Growth and Changes in Plants focuses on the characteristics and requirement of plants and the ways in which plants grow. Students will learn the major parts of a plant, including the root, stem, flower, stamen, pistil, leaf, seed and fruit. The basic needs of plants are detailed as well as a description of the life cycle. Students are introduced to the concept of photosynthesis as a means of plants getting energy to live and the role of the sun in this process. Included is a description of how humans from various cultures, including Aboriginal people, use plants for food, shelter, medicine and clothing.
No Other Versions Available

How Dinosaurs Learned to Fly
NF34983 Digitized Video
6 min PJ 1995 National Film Board of Canada
The dinosaurs were headed for trouble. They ate nothing but junk food. They never brushed their teeth. They stayed up all night long. And although they loved to jump off cliffs, they didn’t like landing. The early mammals tried to warn them, "You’ll all be extinct if you keep that up!" But the dinosaurs just laughed... and over time they evolved into birds.
No Other Versions Available

How Do They Make Oatmeal Cookies?
NF35983 Digitized Video
4 min KP 1999 National Film Board of Canada
In How Do They Make Oatmeal Cookies? , discover the story behind delicious cookies, from the farmer’s field to fresh from the oven. Film without words.
No Other Versions Available
It's All About Family: This is Scarlet and Isaiah

Series This is Scarlet Taking Care of Her Little Brother

0MSS0014 Digitized Video
6 min P 2013 OnCore

Scarlett has a new baby brother and she wants to be a helpful big sister. Scarlett visits a baby expert who shows her the things she can do to help mommy take care of Jasper.

No Other Versions Available

Kindergarten, Here I Come! Kindergarten, Here I Come!

0MCCI068 Digitized Video
12 min P 2013 OnCore

Kindergarten is an exciting new journey for little ones. It's a huge milestone for both children and their parents/caregivers. Now children can actually see what kindergarten is like before they get there. In this delightful new video, we introduce young children to the classroom routine, their new teacher, school rules and activities. We emphasize enjoying their new school day and give simple suggestions to both the student and parents/caregivers 'to help prepare them for the big day'. Simple things like preparing a healthy lunch and snack, getting a good night's sleep, teaching your children to be cooperative, to talk and play with others, and to follow directions will all make the kindergarten experience a wonderful one. Additional information on school bus safety, lining up, raising your hand, and schoolyard etiquette is provided. Filmed in an actual classroom, this program will build enthusiasm and confidence in young one's starting school. It is a critical piece in the transition process.

No Other Versions Available

Kitchen Kapers Part I: This is Scarlet and Isaiah

Series This is Isaiah Making Sausages

0MSS0061 Digitized Video
6 min P 2013 OnCore

Isaiah visits a butcher and gets to make yummy breakfast sausages. Isaiah seasons the meat and puts his muscles to work when he turns the sausage maker's handle.

No Other Versions Available

Kitchen Kapers Part I: This is Scarlet and Isaiah

Series This is Isaiah Making Wontons

0MSS0062 Digitized Video
6 min P 2013 OnCore

Isaiah wears his chef hat and joins celebrity chef Roger Mooking who shows him how to make wontons. Isaiah seasons the meat and folds the wontons by hand to make a bite-sized and delicious snack.

No Other Versions Available

Kitchen Kapers Part I: This is Scarlet and Isaiah

Series This is Scarlett Making Pizza

0MSS0063 Digitized Video
6 min P 2013 OnCore

Scarlett learns firsthand how her favorite food is made. Scarlett learns the art of pizza making from a local pizza maker. Not only does Scarlett make a meatball pizza, but best of all she learns how to make a dessert one.

No Other Versions Available

Kitchen Kapers Part I: This is Scarlet and Isaiah

Series This IS Scarlett Making Spaghetti and Meatballs

0MSS0064 Digitized Video
6 min P 2013 OnCore

Scarlett meets a pasta chef who shows her how to make dough and then feed it into a machine that cuts it into long, thin strips. The two of them also roll up some meatballs and share a yummy Italian feast.

No Other Versions Available

If the World Were a Village

74945 DVD
24 min PJ 2006 Visual Education Centre

If the World Were a Village tells us who we are, where we live, what languages we speak, what religions we practice and more. So come and learn about our global village. What you find may surprise you!

No Other Versions Available

Interesting People, Interesting Jobs

74465 DVD
30 min KP 2005 Monabb/Connelly Films

This is Daniel Cook Getting an Eye Examine - Daniel Cook has an optometrist appointment to get his eyes checked. Daniel learns what each of the doctor's tools is used for and why it's important to get your eyes checked every year. This is Daniel Cook with a Veterinarian - Daniel Cook explores a veterinary clinic and learns about the different animals that are helped. Daniel learns about some of the things a vet does before getting to assist him in performing a routine check-up on Daniel's cat Russell. This is Daniel Cook Learning About Guides - Daniel Cook has been asked to help train a dog guide. Daniel will learn why these animals are so important and how they help blind people to feel independent. This is Daniel Cook With a Zookeeper - Daniel Cook has been invited by a zoookeeper to give him a hand for the day. Daniel relocates some large turtles, takes care of some baby beavers and feeds two hungry lions! This is Daniel Cook Learning Yoga - Daniel Cook tours a local fitness center and learns about the different exercises and stretches people use to stay healthy. Daniel joins in on an all-kids yoga lesson.

No Other Versions Available

Invasion of the Space Lobsters

NF52296 Digitized Video
7 min PJ 2005 National Film Board of Canada

Produced by the National Film Board of Canada with the participation of the Canadian Labour Congress. An advanced race of giant lobsters from outer space land on Earth “sunny side up”, but no one knows why. An utter failure of communication with these galactic crustaceans catapults the world towards Armageddon big time! World peace is at stake! What can save us? A little straight talk, perhaps? With tongue planted firmly in cheek, director and writer Janet Perlman untwines the classic 1950s B-movie motif to weave a thoroughly madcap, animated parody plugging the virtues of clear language and good communication against bafflegab evil-doers. Does a contract have to be unreadable? Must political speeches be meaningless? Can assembly instructions be self-evident? Dire consequences await the foolhardy practitioners of Orwellian doublethink and just plain gobbledygook. Beware to all con-artists! As theirkal piece in the transition process.

No Other Versions Available

It’s All About Family: This is Scarlet and Isaiah

Series This is Scarlett Making a Birthday Cake

0MSS0013 Digitized Video
6 min P 2013 OnCore

Scarlett wants to surprise her dad by making a birthday cake for his birthday. Scarlett and a chef work together to make and decorate a chocolate fudge heart-shaped cake. Now it's time to blow the candles!

No Other Versions Available

It’s All About Family: This is Scarlet and Isaiah

Series This is Scarlett Making Spaghetti and Meatballs

0MSS0064 Digitized Video
6 min P 2013 OnCore

Scarlett meets a pasta chef who shows her how to make dough and then feed it into a machine that cuts it into long, thin strips. The two of them also roll up some meatballs and share a yummy Italian feast.

No Other Versions Available

Kitchen Kapers Part I: This is Scarlet and Isaiah

Series This is Scarlet Making Pizza

0MSS0063 Digitized Video
6 min P 2013 OnCore

Scarlett learns firsthand how her favorite food is made. Scarlett learns the art of pizza making from a local pizza maker. Not only does Scarlett make a meatball pizza, but best of all she learns how to make a dessert one.

No Other Versions Available

It’s All About Family: This is Scarlet and Isaiah

Series This is Scarlett Making Wontons

0MSS0062 Digitized Video
6 min P 2013 OnCore

Isaiah wears his chef hat and joins celebrity chef Roger Mooking who shows him how to make wontons. Isaiah seasons the meat and folds the wontons by hand to make a bite-sized and delicious snack.

No Other Versions Available

It’s All About Family: This is Scarlet and Isaiah

Series This is Scarlett Taking Care of Her Little Brother

0MSS0014 Digitized Video
6 min P 2013 OnCore

Scarlett has a new baby brother and she wants to be a helpful big sister. Scarlett visits a baby expert who shows her the things she can do to help mommy take care of Jasper.

No Other Versions Available

Kindergarten, Here I Come! Kindergarten, Here I Come!

0MCCI068 Digitized Video
12 min P 2013 OnCore

Kindergarten is an exciting new journey for little ones. It's a huge milestone for both children and their parents/caregivers. Now children can actually see what kindergarten is like before they get there. In this delightful new video, we introduce young children to the classroom routine, their new teacher, school rules and activities. We emphasize enjoying their new school day and give simple suggestions to both the student and parents/caregivers 'to help prepare them for the big day'. Simple things like preparing a healthy lunch and snack, getting a good night's sleep, teaching your children to be cooperative, to talk and play with others, and to follow directions will all make the kindergarten experience a wonderful one. Additional information on school bus safety, lining up, raising your hand, and schoolyard etiquette is provided. Filmed in an actual classroom, this program will build enthusiasm and confidence in young one's starting school. It is a critical piece in the transition process.

No Other Versions Available

Kitchen Kapers Part I: This is Scarlet and Isaiah

Series This is Isaiah Making Sausages

0MSS0061 Digitized Video
6 min P 2013 OnCore

Isaiah visits a butcher and gets to make yummy breakfast sausages. Isaiah seasons the meat and puts his muscles to work when he turns the sausage maker's handle.

No Other Versions Available

Kitchen Kapers Part I: This is Scarlet and Isaiah

Series This is Isaiah Making Wontons

0MSS0062 Digitized Video
6 min P 2013 OnCore

Isaiah wears his chef hat and joins celebrity chef Roger Mooking who shows him how to make wontons. Isaiah seasons the meat and folds the wontons by hand to make a bite-sized and delicious snack.

No Other Versions Available

Kitchen Kapers Part I: This is Scarlet and Isaiah

Series This is Scarlett Making Pizza

0MSS0063 Digitized Video
6 min P 2013 OnCore

Scarlett learns firsthand how her favorite food is made. Scarlett learns the art of pizza making from a local pizza maker. Not only does Scarlett make a meatball pizza, but best of all she learns how to make a dessert one.

No Other Versions Available

Kitchen Kapers Part I: This is Scarlet and Isaiah

Series This is Scarlett Taking Care of Her Little Brother

0MSS0014 Digitized Video
6 min P 2013 OnCore

Scarlett has a new baby brother and she wants to be a helpful big sister. Scarlett visits a baby expert who shows her the things she can do to help mommy take care of Jasper.

No Other Versions Available
People and Environments - The Local Community

Kitchen Kapers Part II: This is Scarlet and Isaiah Series Kitchen Kapers Part II 0MSS0071 Digitized Video 6 min P 2013 OnCore
This is Scarlet making chocolate bars. Isaiah gets to explore a chocolate shop! Isaiah learns the different steps cocoa beans have to take to become a bar. Isaiah mixes ingredients to create different chocho-licious bars.
No Other Versions Available

Kitchen Kapers Part II: This is Scarlet and Isaiah Series This is Isaiah Playing with His Food 0MSS0072 Digitized Video 6 min P 2013 OnCore
Isaiah likes packing his own lunch and today he gets to pack a dinosaur for lunch! Isaiah meets a chef who shows him how to play with his food and make it look fun and tasty yummy.
No Other Versions Available

Kitchen Kapers Part II: This is Scarlet and Isaiah Series This is Scarlett Making Fortune Cookies 0MSS0073 Digitized Video 6 min P 2013 OnCore
Scarlett puts on her chef hat and joins a baker who shows her how to make fortune cookies. Scarlett writes her own fortunes, mixes the ingredients, and gets to eat the freshly made fortune cookies.
No Other Versions Available

Kitchen Kapers Part II: This is Scarlet and Isaiah Series This is Scarlett Making Potato Chips 0MSS0074 Digitized Video 6 min P 2013 OnCore
Scarlett visits a local potato farm and picks potatoes by hand. She also gets to pick them by riding a big machine called the potato harvester. After picking the potatoes, she heads to the kitchen and makes crunchy potato chips with the help of the farmer.
No Other Versions Available

This kit consists of 7 different titles. Rabbit and Bear Paws Sacred Seven - Love, Respect, Truth, Wisdom, Courage, Honesty, and Humility.
No Other Versions Available

Law, Law, Law 76480 DVD 7 min PJ 2011 Mcnabb/Connolly Films
Two young dragons take up the challenge to restore and protect their personal freedoms - including their right to fly and breathe fire - in a world where these values have all but disappeared. In this episode, Hudy, Imm, and Spirit have decided to make a law that all dragons must pass a flying test, but have no idea how to do that. Help come from the most unexpected dragon of all, former Mayor Cragg!
No Other Versions Available

Lower Mainland: Canada Over the Edge (Season 2) Fort Langley 0AR076EB Digitized Video 5:54 min P 2013 OnCore
Fort Langley was one of the earliest fur trading posts built in 1827 for the Hudson's Bay Company. It is also known as the birthplace of the province of British Columbia.
No Other Versions Available

Magic School Bus, Recycling, Rainforest, All Dried Up 75252 DVD 90 min PJ 2002 Visual Education Centre
Holiday Special Recycling - It's the last day of school before the winter holidays and the kids take a trip to Murph's (Dolly Parton) recycling plant. The kids learn how recycling helps the earth. All Dried Up - Always the caring soul, Phoebe goes on a crusade to save the animals and plants of the desert, and discovers how well they care for themselves. Rainforest - Then it's Earth Day and the kids are in The Rainforest to discover how cocoa pods, mud puddles and bugs all play a part in the wondrous web of life.
No Other Versions Available

Main Street: Zerby Derby Main Street 00BTE047 Digitized Video 9 min P 2014 OnCore
Zack, Axle and some other Zerbies decide they all want their own long driveways and roads. But when the roads start crossing over each other and getting confusing they try, try again to come up with a better way to organize the town. Their first solution is to put everyone's garage far enough away so that no one's road goes over anyone else's. But the Zerbies end up so far away from each other that they decide there must be another way. Zack and Axle realize that if everyone shares a main street then they can each have their own short road - their driveway - and a big shared road - Main Street.
No Other Versions Available

Making Sense of Your Cents: Financial Literacy for Elementary Students Making Sense of Your Cents: Financial Literacy for Elementary Students 00MC057 Digitized Video 15 min P 2012 OnCore
Introduce your younger students to money and financial literacy! From a field trip in a Dollar Store to a visit to a bank to an interview with a volunteer organization, children will learn what money is, how it is earned, how to save, spend and share; and lots more.
No Other Versions Available

The Meteor Lake 72792 VHS Video 12 min P 2002 Filmoption International
Tayara is mysteriously ill, and believes his time has come to pass into the spirit world. Inuk refuses to accept this, and sets out on a quest to bring Tayara's spirit back. This adventure leads Inuk to the mysterious smoking mountain, where he must pass several tests to reach the Meteor Lake.
No Other Versions Available

Multicultural Fun: This is Scarlet and Isaiah Series This is Scarlett Playing Around the World 0MSS0052 Digitized Video 6 min P 2013 OnCore
Buckle up! Scarlett is taking us around the world. Scarlett drives a cargo boat, rides a Pakistani bus, makes origami in a Japanese house and learns how to play the Nigerian drums. What a great way to travel!
No Other Versions Available

Multicultural Fun: This is Scarlet and Isaiah Series This is Scarlett Trying on Shoes 0MSS0054 Digitized Video 6 min P 2013 OnCore
Scarlett visits the shoe museum and meets a shoe expert who shows her weird, old, colorful, funny, tall and crazy shoes from all around the world. Scarlett tries on different shoes and paints a wooden clog to take home to mom.
No Other Versions Available
People and Environments - The Local Community

My Community - Part 1
73352 DVD 7:33 min KP 2004 Mcnabb/Connolly Films
1) THIS IS DANIEL COOK AT THE POLICE STATION; Daniel Cook tours a police station and learns about the different vehicles police officers use to help the community. Daniel takes a ride on a police boat before exploring the inside of an actual police cruiser. – 2) THIS IS DANIEL COOK AT THE FIRE STATION; Daniel Cook tours a fire station and learns about the different tools fire fighters use to fight fire. Daniel suits up in a fire fighters outfit, sprays a fire hose and even sounds the fire engines siren! – 3) THIS IS DANIEL COOK AT THE MARKET; Daniel Cook tours a local market to see and taste all the different things a market has to offer. Daniel visits an art store, tours a fish shop and tastes different types of cheeses. – 4) THIS IS DANIEL COOK BUILDING A SIDEWALK; Daniel Cook learns how sidewalks are built while visiting a construction site. Daniel helps operate a backhoe and smooth out freshly poured cement. – 5) THIS IS DANIEL COOK ON A TRAIN; Daniel Cook tours a historic train station before learning from the Motorman how to control the big electric trains. Daniel learns how trains have evolved over time and which trains people use today.
No Other Versions Available

My Community - Part 2
73353 DVD 30 min KP 2004 Mcnabb/Connolly Films
1) THIS IS DANIEL COOK AT A STREET FESTIVAL; Daniel Cook tours a Greek street festival where he gets to try new foods and play games. Daniel is joined at the festival by the mayor who teaches him about the role a mayor plays in leading the community. – 2) THIS IS DANIEL COOK AT THE DOCTOR; Daniel Cook has an appointment for his annual doctors check-up. Daniel learns what each of the doctors tools is used for, what the medical tests tell him and how he uses medicine to keep his patients healthy. – 3) THIS IS DANIEL COOK AT THE DENTIST; Daniel Cook has a dental appointment to get his teeth cleaned. Daniel learns what each of the dentists tools is used for and why its important to brush his teeth everyday. – 4) THIS IS DANIEL COOK AT THE ZOO; Daniel Cook visits the zoo and discovers the animals that live there. Daniel learns about elephants before getting to see and touch some animals up close. – 5) THIS IS DANIEL COOK WITH THE EARTH RANGERS; Daniel joins the Earth Rangers and learns what people should do when they come across an injured wild animal. Daniel assists a veterinarian with a wounded squirrel and helps train a skunk to stay away from garbage.
No Other Versions Available

Nature in the Country
74324 DVD 15 min PJ 2005 Film Ideas Inc.
Our 9-year-old narrator takes viewers on a fascinating tour of his rural country neighborhood to show them how nature (plants, animals and even weather) is an important and special part of his neighborhood and community.
No Other Versions Available

Nature in the Suburbs
74323 DVD 15 min PK 2005 Film Ideas Inc.
Our 10-year-old narrator takes viewers on a tour of the nature in her suburban community. She'll share how the plants, animals and even the weather play an important part in her life in her neighborhood, her community.
No Other Versions Available

Nature Watch Digest - Teachers Guide
590 10230 Book P 1990 Tv Ontario
This guide is designed for use with nature watch digest, a series of 20 programs produced by tvontario. Search "nature watch" for a complete list of the titles in this series.
No Other Versions Available

Nature: We're All Connected Kit
76615 Book KPJIS 2012
This kit contains instructions and materials (including a Talking Stick) for conducting a Talking Circle, and making connections with the natural world, and several extensions ideas.
No Other Versions Available

New People, New Places - So Much Fun! Part I: This is Scarlet and Isaiah Series This is Isaiah Dog Sledding
0MSS0121 Digitized Video 6 min P 2013 OnCore
Isaiah learns about different forms of travel when he goes dog sledding. On a snowy day, Isaiah helps care for a pack of huskies before learning the call signs to tell them where he wants to go.
No Other Versions Available

New People, New Places - So Much Fun! Part II: This is Scarlet and Isaiah Series This is Scarlett Exploring a Museum
0MSS0134 Digitized Video 10 min P 2014 OnCore
Scarlett visits the children's museum where she builds a castle using giant building blocks, plays a floor piano, has a boat race at the water table, and best of all gets to play in a huge pin wall! The museum is so much fun!
No Other Versions Available

New People Series (Episode 2) No Time For Stories (Cree Version)
0LS00021 Digitized Video 10:17 min P 2013 OnCore
Louis asks Randy to help Mr. Thompson collect the medicinal plant known as rat root. He also tells him bring muskimot (a bag) with him. Randy thinks that muskimot means hiking shoes. He borrows Anne's hiking shoes. The hiking shoes Randy is wearing are too small and his feet begin to hurt.
No Other Versions Available

New People Series (Episode 2) Stick to the Plan
0LS00021 Digitized Video 10:21 min P 2013 OnCore
Louis asks Randy to help Mr. Thompson collect the medicinal plant known as rat root. He also tells him bring muskimot (a bag) with him. Randy thinks that muskimot means hiking shoes. He borrows Anne's hiking shoes. The hiking shoes Randy is wearing are too small and his feet begin to hurt. Lesson: There is time for fun, and there is time to focus on your chores.
No Other Versions Available

New People Series (Episode 2) Stick to the Plan (Cree Version)
0MSS0121 Digitized Video 6 min P 2013 OnCore
P 2013 OnCore
Louis asks Randy to help Mr. Thompson collect the medicinal plant known as rat root. He also tells him bring muskimot (a bag) with him. Randy thinks that muskimot means hiking shoes. He borrows Anne's hiking shoes. The hiking shoes Randy is wearing are too small and his feet begin to hurt. Lesson: There is time for fun, and there is time to focus on your chores.
No Other Versions Available

New People Series (Episode 2) Stick to the Plan
0LS0022 Digitized Video 10:21 min P 2013 OnCore
Louis tells Randy that he needs to deliver kinowacigosa (long wooden sticks) to Mr. Charles. Randy begins to wonder which wooden sticks are for Mr. Charles and which ones are for Mr. Thompson. When Randy arrives at Mr. Thompson's house he finds out that he has brought the wrong sticks. Lesson: There is time for fun, and there is time to focus on your chores.
No Other Versions Available
Ojibwe Clans - Novel
James Mishibinijima 76253 Book 2005
Animals were chosen as clan dodems because of their ability to live in balance and harmony with their environment and to survive changes and overcome obstacles.
The clans were chosen as representatives to help individuals in all areas of their lives, including family relationships, marriage, occupations, social interactions and community responsibilities. It is said that the Creator gave the people the seven original classes so that they would have leadership in all areas of life. These clans are still part of Native life today.
No Other Versions Available

Okanagan Dreams
NFS0600 Digitized Video 47 min P 2001 National Film Board of Canada
Each summer, the thrill of adventure and the great outdoors lure thousands of young Quebecers to British Columbia. Since the 1960s, they've been coming to harvest fruit in the lush countryside of the Okanagan Valley. The camera follows several spirited youth into the orchards for seven weeks. As the rain sets in, reality unfolds: it's cold, the cherry crop is late, and money is short. But as they make friends and enjoy their independence, the promise of adventure is realized. Surprising new views of Canada emerge as different cultures come together for a season. Featuring interviews with the fruit pickers, orchard owners and local residents, Okanagan Dreams is a warm and humorous reflection of a summer in the valley. Although their work is integral to the local economy, the youth find that the experience is not just about making money. It's about awareness, self-discovery and exploring the world.
No Other Versions Available

The Once and Future Mayor
76486 DVD 7 min PJ 2011 McNabb/Connolly Films
Two young dragons take up the challenge to restore and protect their personal freedoms - including their right to fly and breathe fire - in a world where these values have all but disappeared. In this episode, Cragg, fed up with the loss of power, takes matters into his own claws, with devastating results for Moltonia.
No Other Versions Available

One Lane or Two: Zerby Derby
00BT0964 DVD 9 min P 2014 OnCore
Everyone in Zerby Town decides to make an extra-long driveway. But with all the Zerbies' driveways extra-long, Main Street gets squished down to only one narrow lane. Zack and Axle try to figure out the problem. Zack thinks all the Zerbies should take turns driving in one direction, and Axle realizes that the cars only need to be there to direct traffic. Zack volunteers, but he realizes he can't spend all day directing traffic. They know shortening the driveways would make Main Street wider, but no one wants to shorten their new driveway. Axle realizes if they all move their garages back a bit, they can widen Main Street and still have long driveways.
No Other Versions Available

Ori, You Glad to See Me?
76484 DVD 7 min PJ 2011 McNabb/Connolly Films
Two young dragons take up the challenge to restore and protect their personal freedoms - including their right to fly and breathe fire - in a world where these values have all but disappeared. In this episode, Lmm fights for the rights of Orig dragons who appear to have been forgotten by the city council.
No Other Versions Available

Oscar Visits Family Penguin
11230 iPad App
Oscar the balloonist is a textbook example of a discoverer. He travels around the world with his Balloon of Seasons and visits the animals in their homes. This time, his curiosity leads him to the Penguin Family on the South Pole. Little globetrotters will playfully get to know the everyday life of the penguins in this lovingly designed iPad App.
No Other Versions Available

A Paint Job/Let it Snow (Cree Version): Louis Says Series (Episode 8) Paint Job, A (Cree Version)
0LS00082 10 min P 2014 OnCore
Louis tells Randy that Mrs. Charles is working on a sopekahikewin (a painting), and she needs paint and brushes. Katie thinks sopekahikewin means painting the walls. Katie thinks that Mrs. Thompson might have some left-over paint and brushes he can give to Mrs. Charles. Mrs. Charles tells Randy that she is working on a painting, and not painting the walls.
No Other Versions Available

A Paint Job/Let it Snow: Louis Says Series (Episode 8) Let it Snow
0LS00082 11:26 min P 2013 OnCore
Louis tells Randy that Mrs. Charles needs an extension cord to plug her konowi-mechiwin (snow cone) machine. Randy and Katie think Mrs. Charles needs an extension cord for a snow machine. They look for a long extension cord that can reach all the way to Mrs. Charles backyard. Mrs. Charles tells Randy that all she needs it to plug in her snow cone machine in the kitchen. "Lesson: The spirit of holidays can be felt all throughout the year." No Other Versions Available

Pas de pays sans paysans
NF51511 Digitized Video 90 min PJ 2005 Office national du film du Canada
L'agriculture est en crise partout sur la planète. La course à la productivité de l'agro-industrie s'effectue au détriment de l'environnement et de la qualité des aliments. Sous la pression de la mondialisation, les revenus des agriculteurs diminuent, et les fermes familiales disparaissent sans cesse. Pas de pays sans paysans, de la documentariste Éve Lamont, adopte le point de vue de cultivateurs et d'éleveurs du Québec, de l'Ouest canadien, du Vermont (États-Unis) et de la France pour dénoncer les dégâts que cause l'agriculture industrielle. Pensons ici à la pollution et à la destruction des écosystèmes, sans compter la prolifération de cultures d'OGM, qui fait peser une menace additionnelle sur la biodiversité et l'autonomie des paysans. Pas de pays sans paysans témoigne de la décadence de l'agriculture et met en garde contre un monde de consommateurs proclamé qu'il est possible et crucial de cultiver autrement. En Europe comme en Amérique, des paysans proposent une autre vision de l'agriculture et mettent en œuvre des pratiques soucieuses de l'environnement et de la pérennité de l'agriculture.
No Other Versions Available

Peep and the Big Wide World
NF19267 Digitized Video 35 min PJ 1988 National Film Board of Canada
A series of three ten-minute films for very young children, aged three to five. Peep the chicken, Chirp the robin, and Quack the duck embark on their travels and meet a cat, a ladybug, a turtle, and a frog who speaks from both sides of his mouth. Narrated by Peter Ustinov.
No Other Versions Available

People in the City
74320 DVD 15 min PJ 2005 Film Ideas Inc.
Young viewers are invited along as 8-year-old Lee offers a tour of his big city community. We'll learn what life is like for people in the neighborhood when they choose to live in a large city where many homes are in the sky.
No Other Versions Available
People in the Country
74322 DVD
15 min PJ 2005 Film Ideas Inc.
A 9-year-old guide offers a tour of his country community.
We'll learn what life is like for people in the neighborhood
when they choose to live in a country community where
many homes are very far apart.
No Other Versions Available

Pillars Forever
76488 DVD
7 min PJ 2011 McNabb/Connolly Films
Two young dragons take up the challenge to restore and
protect their personal freedoms - including their right to fly
and breathe fire - in a world where these values have all
but disappeared. In this episode, everyone works together
to stop the rising tide and save the day, and so ends they
story. Or does it?
No Other Versions Available

Pioneer Life in Canada: The Story of Canada’s
Early Pioneers & Homesteaders Pioneer Life in
Canada
00MCI031 Digitized Video
20 min P 2009 OnCore
Long ago, Canada was already a country of immigrants.
These people came from many different places like the
United States, Germany, England, Scotland and Ireland.
They left their homeland and became pioneers in Canada.
In this 20 minute program, Michelle, a young modern-day
student is transported back in time to a pioneer village.
No more cell phones, MP3 players or electricity! Her new
teacher tells her about their life in a pioneer settlement,
how they came to Canada, where they settled, and how
they work the land. Michelle tours the village and learns
about the grist mill, the blacksmith shop, the general store,
post office, and the school house. She also learns how
the aboriginal peoples taught the pioneers to live off the
land.
No Other Versions Available

Praffalls of Freedom
76479 DVD
7 min PJ 2011 McNabb/Connolly Films
Two young dragons take up the challenge to restore and
protect their personal freedoms - including their right to fly
and breathe fire - in a world where these values have all
but disappeared. In this episode, the dragons in Moltonia
are flying again, but dangerously so. Newly elected mayor
Hudley - with Spirit and Imm as her assistants must decide
whether to go back on her election promise and forbid
flying again.
No Other Versions Available

Rabbit and Bear Paws - Sacred Seven
76629 Book
18 p. P 2011
This kit consists of 7 different titles. Rabbit and Bear Paws
Sacred Seven - Love, Respect, Truth, Wisdom, Courage,
Honesty, and Humility.
No Other Versions Available

Remembrance Day Remembrance Day
00MCI044 Digitized Video
13:25 min P 2011 OnCore
A tribute to Remembrance Day - its history, its stories,
its meaning and its symbols. Using both archival and
modern-day footage, this program provides young stu-
dents with a glimpse into the past and a look at modern-
day tributes to our fallen soldiers. From the battlefields of
World War I & II to the Highway of Heroes, this program provides a touching memorial to the men and
women who represent our country abroad during times of
war or in peacekeeping missions.
No Other Versions Available

René Dumont : l’homme-siècle
NF50595 Digitized Video
26 min P 2001 Office national du film du Canada
À la charnière des deux siècles, un homme fait enten-
dre son indignation. Le 20 e siècle défile, à la manière
d’un clip, à travers les yeux de René Dumont, 97 ans,
agronome et militant, combattant de toujours pour la paix,
la justice et l’environnement. Mais c’est vers l’avenir que
Dumont se tourne en nous criant : (S0)(BOuvrons les
yeux! Le XXI e siècle est mal parti ! (S1)(B Ce film trans-
met donc son héritage d’indignation et d’engagement,
comme un message d’amour de l’humanité et d’espoir en
l’avenir.
No Other Versions Available

Le retour à la terre
NF00557 Digitized Video
57 min P 1976 Office national du film du Canada
Procès de l’Histoire et aussi du Pouvoir, ce film dresse
face face, en une véritable assemblée contradictoire
cinématographique, les promesses de la colonisation des
années 1930 et la grande déception causée par la fer-
meture des terres des années 1970, en Abitibi. Présents:
des témoins de l’époque héroïque, dont Hauris Lalancette,
ainsi que des extraits de films de l’abbé Maurice Proulx
(1934-1940).
No Other Versions Available

Roberto - the Insect Architect
74299 DVD
11 min P 2005 McNabb/Connolly Films
termite named Roberto pursues his dream of becoming an
architect and travels to the big city where he hopes to find
success. This funny and inspirational story will encourage
viewers of any age to build their dreams.
No Other Versions Available

Un royaume vous attend
NF00549 Digitized Video
10 min P 1975 Office national du film du Canada
Ce film auquel ont participé les gens de l’Abitibi constitue
le procès de cette région agricole. C’est un plaidoyer pour
la terre et pour un genre de vie plus humain en face d’une
société devenue froide et insensible.
No Other Versions Available

Saving Moltonia
76487 DVD
7 min PJ 2011 McNabb/Connolly Films
Two young dragons take up the challenge to restore and
protect their personal freedoms - including their right to fly
and breathe fire - in a world where these values have all
but disappeared. In this episode, the very survival of the
dragons is at stake when a flood threatens to submerge
and cool Moltonai. Can the citizens work together to save
the city?
No Other Versions Available

Skipping the Rope/Car Trouble (Cree Version):
Louis Says Series (Episode 7) Skipping the Rope
(Cree Version)
0LSC0071 Digitized Video
10 min P 2014 OnCore
Louis asks Randy to bring peminuhkw (rope) to Mr.
Thompson. Katie tells Randy that she heard her sister
saying the word peminuhkw when she was skipping the
rope. Randy thinks that Mr. Thompson needs a skipping
rope, but what Mr. Thompson needs is a rope to hang his
hammock.
No Other Versions Available
The Missing Mask and The Very Large Book

The Changing Family

The Birdhouse/Lost and Found: Louis Says Series (Episode 5) Bird House

The Big Pie Sale/Colours of the Quilt: Louis Says Series (Episode 3) Big Pie Sale

Skipping the Rope/Car Trouble: Louis Says Series (Episode 7) Car Trouble

No Other Versions Available

No Other Versions Available

No Other Versions Available

No Other Versions Available

No Other Versions Available

A Tipi Story

Tiggly Safari: Preschool Shapes Learning Game

Toca Life: Town

You rule this Town, a play world where anything and everyone is welcome! With different locations and many classic Toca Boca characters, the everyday adventures in Town are infinite. EXPLORE Move around in town! Visit the store to buy groceries, stop by the restaurant to cook lunch, and head home to watch movies with friends. Run over to the park for a picnic and go for a swim in the pond. Build a sand castle or go on an adventure in the dark? Each location is designed to be used as an outdoor classroom. This special addition to the centre is a result of cooperation between the OEE, the Aboriginal Education, and the Maintenance Departments of the Durham District School Board. The entire process was mentored by and given authentic voice by Andre Bosse, a local Metis Elder.

No Other Versions Available
People and Environments - The Local Community

**What Do You Do At Work: This is Scarlet and Isaiah Series This is Isaiah Learning to be a Mechanic**

- **OMSS0101**
  - Digitized Video
  - 6 min
  - P 2013
  - OnCore

Isaiah visits a car mechanic and learns about the different tools car mechanics use to fix cars. Isaiah changes a tire, checks the oil levels and gets to see the undercarriage of a car.

No Other Versions Available

**What Do You Do At Work: This is Scarlett and Isaiah Series This is Scarlett Grooming Pets**

- **OMSS0102**
  - Digitized Video
  - 6 min
  - P 2013
  - OnCore

Scarlett meets a pet groomer who shows her how to groom different types of pets. Together they give a dog a bath, brush a furry cat and trim the nails on a bunny.

No Other Versions Available

**Where Did You Get Your Moccasins? - Novel**

- **76228**
  - Book
  - 22 p.
  - P 1992
  - Bernelda Wheeler

In this book, the boy describes in detail how his grandmother, Kookum, made his moccasins.

No Other Versions Available

**Where in the World Are We?**

- **76721**
  - DVD
  - 14 min
  - P 2013
  - Mcintyre Films

The world is an amazing place! It's also huge. Young students need to have a frame of reference so they know exactly where they live in this big place. In this program students learn that a globe is a spherical model of the earth. Our two hosts, Victoria and Jodre introduce important terms such as country, hemisphere, continent, ocean, equator, North and South Pole and more. Students will begin to recognize that the world is made up of countries, continents and regions including the fact that Canada is on the continent of North America. The program will also give students an understanding of the relationship between climate and location. Includes a fun Where in the World Are You? continent quiz.

No Other Versions Available

**Where in the World Are We?: Mapping Skills**

- **00MC070**
  - Digitized Video
  - 14:58 min
  - P 2013
  - OnCore

The world is an amazing place! It's also huge. Young students need to have a frame of reference so they know exactly where they live in this big place. In this program specifically, students learn that a globe is a spherical model of the earth. Our two hosts, Victoria and Jodre introduce important terms such as country, hemisphere, continent, ocean, equator, North and South Pole and more. Students will begin to recognize that the world is made up of countries, continents and regions including the fact that Canada is on the continent of North America. The program will also give students an understanding of the relationship between climate and location.

No Other Versions Available

---

**Two Old Potatoes and Me**

- **428.4**
  - 74307 DVD
  - 30 min
  - PJ 2004
  - Canadian Learning Company

After a young girl finds two old potatoes at her father's house, they plant and tend them to see if they will have new potatoes in September. LeVar and his daughter Michaela welcome us to their kitchen as they explore how kitchen waste can actually be re-used to help their garden grow. Then it's off to visit artists who take cast offs and turn them into something beautiful and useful, and to a manufacturing plant.

No Other Versions Available

**Understanding & Making Maps**

- **74634**
  - DVD
  - 20 min
  - P 2004
  - Distribution Access

Learn the connection of drawings to maps and models to globes as students see their community from above and begin to understand scale, relative position, direction?Loaded with definitions: symbol, compass rose, cardinal directions, key or legend ?and map essentials; title, date, legend and scale kids make a variety of maps and find locations on a simple grid map.

No Other Versions Available
Where We Live
74827 DVD
20 min KP 2003 McIntyre Films
Describes how communities adapt to and change their environment and introduces the concept of physical environment. Illustrates how to read map symbols and defines natural resources, both renewable and non-renewable.
No Other Versions Available

You Are Here: Mapping Skills
76722 DVD
13 min P 2013 McIntyre Films
Maps, even simple ones, give children the opportunity to navigate in their world with confidence. Maps give them a visual reference that can be checked over and over again. Map reading is an important skill for children to learn. It fosters spatial awareness, encourages math problem-solving skills, develops creative thinking and reasoning skills, and builds visual literacy. In this video, students learn the fundamentals of developing their mapping skills. Join our three hosts, Matthew, Laura and Evangeline on a hike through their local conservation area. Young students will enjoy watching as big brother, Matthew gets his crew lost. With the help of their map and Evangeline’s animated computer tablet, the three find their way back to the parking lot - not before some zany antics from Matthew. Back at home, with the help of a model helicopter drone, the three discuss their adventure and learn more about reading maps. Students are introduced to terms such as bird’s eye view, cardinal directions, compass, directional/positional words such as above/below; near/far; left/right; up/down, map, and scale.
No Other Versions Available

You Are Here: Mapping Skills
00MCI069 Digitized Video
17:32 min P 2013 OnCore
Maps, even simple ones, give children the opportunity to navigate in their world with confidence. Maps give them a visual reference that can be checked over and over again. Map reading is an important skill for children to learn. It fosters spatial awareness, encourages math problem-solving skills, develops creative thinking and reasoning skills, and builds visual literacy. Students learn the fundamentals of developing their mapping skills. Join our three hosts, Matthew, Laura and Evangeline on a hike through their local conservation area. Young students will enjoy watching as big brother, Matthew gets his crew lost. With the help of their map and Evangeline’s animated computer tablet, the three find their way back to the parking lot - not before some zany antics from Matthew. Back at home, with the help of a model helicopter drone, the three discuss their adventure and learn more about reading maps. Students are introduced to terms such as bird’s eye view, cardinal directions, compass, directional/positional w...
No Other Versions Available

Zardip’s Search for Healthy Wellness - Teacher’s Guide
371.7 10139 Book
PJT 1988 TV Ontario
The guide has been designed to provide classroom material for each Program: Objectives, Program synopses, discussion questions, vocabulary, and activities. 70 pages
No Other Versions Available